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Drone Solutions
At Drone Solutions 360 our goal is to provide expert commercial drone service with an unparalleled 
level of service. We are not a drone pilot marketplace or referral service. We build personal business 
relationships focusing on benefiting the client with product quality and service consistency you can rely on.

What We Do

Industrial infrastructures, 
Roofing  & Agriculture

Inspection 

2D &3D, Roofing area report

Mapping 

Aerial and Real Estate

Photography



Whether you need Aerial photography or undertaking a dangerous safety inspection we are the 
perfect choice. Drone Solutions 360 itself in having readily available professional solutions for most 
eventualities and the insight, creativity, and perseverance to undertake and master new challenges 
with superior outcome.

Innovative & Compassionate Drone Solutions

Drone Solutions 360 was designed to modernize new ways, capturing data from the sky. Since then, 
we provide UAS solutions and business development strategies, with our modular industrial drones. 
We help companies and organizations get jobs done safely and efficiently.
Working with industrial and residential markets – to enhance efficiency and multiply workforce with 
drones – we’re not your ordinary drone services company.

SPECIALIZED DRONES



Drones are being used in all types of engineering projects, including inspections, maintenance, 
installations, and repairs. Engineering companies have started to integrate drones into their 
operations to monitor and gather data in all areas of the process. From transmission lines to 
industrial facilities to critical infrastructure like roads and bridges, drones are allowing engineers to 
do their jobs safer, faster, and more efficiently, saving their clients time and money.

ENGINEERING

Drone photography and videos can provide you with content your competitors can’t match. By 
marketing your business with compelling and truly unique content, you can significantly improve 
your ability to attract customers and retain their attention.
Get high-resolution aerial images and crisp 4K video to showcase your roofing services in beautiful detail.

ROOFING

ENGINEERING ROOFING

CONSTRUCTION

Capture an entire project from the sky with captivating photos & videos. Showcase your work from 
start to finish and tell a compelling story.
Aerial drone photos and videos are excellent tools for monitoring progress on a consistent basis, 
getting a detailed overview of your project, and highlighting your completed work.

CONSTRUCTION



Sell land postings quicker and draw in more customers by displaying your business property from 
the air. Top notch airborne film - for example, displays, pictures, and video visits - represent your 
properties' closeness to close by luxuries, streets, and highlights. DroneSolutions360 offers 
moderate Real Estate bundles, photography and videography for all your listings needs.

Real Estate Drone Services

Get premium quality aerial photos & video captured by an experienced professional drone 
photographer. We training to get it right the first time. We take the time necessary to understand 
your business objectives prior to launching any project. We understand that not all projects and 
properties are alike and that a cookie-cutter template will not always work for you.

PROFESSIONAL DRONE SERVICES



Photography:
Get magazine-quality still photographs of spots, properties, or occasions. Our photographic artists 
fly premium quality Drones and will catch pictures of your subject from basically any point orangle. 
Get fresh and clear elevated photographs of items, or properties and spots. Our expert photographic 
artists are FAA approved drone pilots. We will give you dazzling high-quality pictures appropriate for 
both print and computerized media. Basically, disclose to us your business or other goal and we will 
work with you to meet your objectives.

Videos:
Get dazzling recordings in 4K UHD to of your properties, items, or events. Give your clients a 
genuinely captivating involvement in a tweaked advertising or personal video.

Aerial Photography and Videos:



Construction Progress:
Keep an eye on the advancement of your Construction, weather weekly or monthly. Depending on 
your preference and Budget we can do it with Pictures, videos or in 2D maps. Just let us know your 
requirements.
Track, map, review, examine, and deal with your worksite projects with Dronesolutions360. 
Development drone administrations and ethereal information is the creative answer for convey 
complex examination or give a visual advancement report to partners.  

Documentation Videos:
Prior to starting any construction, we can document with pictures or videos any perimeters, fences, 
sidewalk, roads or existing vegetation that can suffer a potential damage. This is a great way to 
show or proof the initial stage of any Construction.

Owners training Videos
Owner training videos (OTVs), likewise called development preparing recordings, are video 
renditions of offices instructional pamphlets. We can provide finished training videos of all required 
systems of any specific location. It will give the best visual idea to the maintenance crew on how to 
handle and troubleshoot any Equipments, Hvac, Lighting System, Plumbing, Fire Alarm, etc.

Construction:



Roofing Inspection
At dronesolutions360 we can provide you with just picture or the entire Roof and ridges or we can 
generate a full Roof report including damage location. We will shorten your inspection time as well 
as avoid any accident by prevent any anyone to on the roof, Saving time and Lives.

Underwriting Inspection:
We can do 3 Point Inspection very effectible. Providing pictures of the Roof, Hvac, Electrical Meter, 
Pool and other contents in a very short time.
 

 Inspection:

ADDRESS: Miami, Florida, USA
CALL US: +1 (305) 206-2241
EMAIL US: dronesolutions360@gmail.com

CONTACT US


